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but is there a way to access.bat files that are not part of the main program? As
an example, is there a way to access "c:\bin\Script1.bat" directly? A: Yes, with

just a couple of ways, but the easiest is to add \. For example, if the file is
named app.bat, you can write "app.bat" and it will show up as "app.bat" with a
dot in the path. This is pretty much how the shell expands PATH variables, so if

you have a bash shell, you can simply write bash app.bat And it will go. You
can also use the cmd.exe shell to write a standalone batch file. The syntax is a

bit more wordy, but for an example, this is the version of the same thing:
cmd.exe /C app.bat If you want to access a file that isn't in the current

directory, you can specify a directory in the path, using the /D switch. So if
you're in the folder C:\User\Bob\My Documents and you want to run a file in

C:\bin\MyDir\myDirFile.bat, you can write: C:\User\Bob\My
Documents\MyDir\myDirFile.bat If you're in a directory on the server where the

executable is, you can use the \Server\path\to\executable\file.bat syntax. Q:
0cc13bf012
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